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Abstract
We are concerned with scaling limits of the solutions to stochastic differential
equations with stationary coefficients driven by Poisson random measures and Brow-
nian motions. We state an annealed convergence theorem, in which the limit exhibits
a diffusive or superdiffusive behavior, depending on the integrability properties of
the Poisson random measure.
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1 Introduction
Consider a standard Brownian motion {Bt; t ≥ 0}. It is straightforward to check that a
diffusive rescaling of that process leads to the same process (in law), that is ǫ1/2Bt/ǫ is
still a Brownian motion. This gives rise to the natural issue of determining the scaling
limit of the process X solution to the following Stochastic Differential Equation (SDE
for short)
Xt = x+
∫ t
0
b(Xr) dr +
∫ t
0
σ(Xr) dBr.
Put in other words, does the rescaled process ǫ1/2Xt/ǫ converge as ǫ→ 0 towards a (non-
standard) Brownian motion? And what does the covariations of the limiting Brownian
motion look like? For several years, an extensive litterature has spread out from this
topic. For a limit to exist, it is reasonable to think that the coefficients b and σ must
have good averaging properties. So, the case of periodic coefficients has first been
investigated (see [2, 15] for insights on the subject), and more recently, some authors
have been interested in the case of stationary coefficients (see [4, 11, 14] and many
others, or [19] for recent issues on the topic).
On the other hand, the possible scaling limits of SDE’s driven by general Le´vy pro-
cesses is a topic which has been poorly studied so far. This is the purpose of the following
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paper. More precisely, we are interested in deriving limit theorems for SDE’s in station-
ary environments of the following form (the parameter ω stands for the randomness of
the coefficients):
Xt = x+
∫ t
0
(b+ e)(τXr−ω) dr +
∫ t
0
∫
R
γ(τXr−ω, z) Nˆ (dr, dz) +
∫ t
0
σ(τXr−ω) dBr,
where Nˆ is a compensated Poisson measure. We will see that under appropriate con-
ditions on the coefficients b,e, γ,σ, the generator of the above SDE takes the following
form for sufficiently smooth functions f (in a fixed environment ω):
Lωf(x) = 1
2
a(τxω)f
′′(x)+b(τxω)f
′(x)+lim
ǫ→0
∫
|z|>ǫ
(f(x+z)−f(x))c(τxω, z)e2V (τxω)χ(dz),
where a, b, c,V are bounded functions of the environment. To our knowledge, only the
following papers have been devoted to deriving scaling limits of SDE’s with possibly long
jumps: [7] or [17]. Both authors consider α-stable jump processes driven by periodic
coefficients and treat the problem with probabilistic tools [7] or analytic tools [17]. In
contrast, there is an abundant litterature devoted to establishing quenched and annealed
central limit theorems for SDE’s driven by Poisson measures with bounded jumps. In
particular, much effort has been made to derive under minimal assumptions quenched
CLT’s for random walks among random conductances: [4], [18], [13].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we set the notations and
state the main theorem 2.3 (an annealed functional limit theorem). Section 3 and 4
are devoted to showing that the measure π (equivalent to the original measure on the
environment: see section 3 for the definition of π) is invariant for the environment seen
from the particle. In section 5 and 6 are gathered some material we will need in proving
the homogenization theorem (Ergodic issues and study of the correctors). In section 7
are gathered the tension estimates which are necessary to derive functional theorems in
the Skorohod topology. In section 8, we give the proof of the main theorem 2.3. Finally,
in the appendices are gathered technical lemmas that are used in different places of the
paper.
2 Statements of the problem
Random medium
We first introduce the notion of random medium (see e.g. [10]) and the necessary
background about random media
Definition 2.1. Let (Ω,G, µ) be a probability space and {τx;x ∈ R} a group of measure
preserving transformations acting ergodically on Ω:
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1) ∀A ∈ G,∀x ∈ R, µ(τxA) = µ(A),
2) If for any x ∈ R, τxA = A then µ(A) = 0 or 1,
3) For any measurable function g on (Ω,G, µ), the function (x, ω) 7→ g(τxω) is
measurable on (R × Ω,B(R)⊗ G).
The expectation with respect to the random medium is denoted by M. The space of
square integrable (resp. integrable, resp. essentially bounded) functions on (Ω,G, µ) is
denoted by L2(Ω) (resp. L1(Ω), resp. L∞(Ω)), the usual norm by | · |2 (resp. | · |1, resp.
| · |∞) and the corresponding inner product by ( · , · )2. The operators on L2(Ω) defined
by Txg(ω) = g(τxω) form a strongly continuous group of unitary maps in L
2(Ω). Each
function g in L2(Ω) defines in this way a stationary ergodic random field on R. The
group possesses a generator D, defined by
(1) Dg = lim
R∋h→0
h−1(Thg − g) if the limit exists in the L2(Ω)-sense,
which is closed and densely defined. We distinguish the differential operator in random
medium D from the usual derivative ∂xf of a function f defined on R.
Notations. Recursively, we define the operators (k ≥ 1) Dk = D(Dk−1) with domain
Hk(Ω) = {f ∈ Hk−1(Ω);Dk−1f ∈ Dom(D) = H1(Ω)}. We also define H∞(Ω) =⋂∞
k=1H
k(Ω).
We denote with C the dense subspace of L2(Ω) defined by
C = Span {g ⋆ ϕ;g ∈ L∞(Ω), ϕ ∈ C∞c (R)}
with g ⋆ ϕ(ω) =
∫
R
g(τxω)ϕ(x) dx. We point out that C ⊂ Dom(D), and D(g ⋆ ϕ) =
−g ⋆ ∂ϕ/∂x. This last quantity is also equal to Dg ⋆ ϕ if g ∈ Dom(D). C(Ω) is defined
as the closure of C in L∞(Ω) with respect to the norm | · |∞, whereas C∞(Ω) stands for
the subspace of H∞(Ω), whose elements satisfy: f ∈ C∞(Ω)⇔ ∀k ≥ 0, |Dkf |∞ < +∞.
We point out that, whenever a function f ∈ H∞(Ω), µ a.s. the mapping fω : x ∈ R 7→
f(τxω) is infinitely differentiable and ∂xfω(x) = Df(τxω).
Structure of the coefficients
We consider a so-called Le´vy measure ν, that is a σ-finite measure ν on R such that
(2)
∫
R
min(1, z2)ν(dz) < +∞, ν({0}) = 0.
We introduce the coefficients V ,σ ∈ L∞(Ω) and γ : Ω× R→ R such that
Assumption A. Ellipticity We set a = σ2. There is a constant MA > 0 such that
M−1
A
≤ a ≤MA.
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For each fixed ω ∈ Ω, by defining the mapping γω : z 7→ γ(ω, z), we can consider the
measure ν ◦ γ−1ω : A ⊂ R 7→ ν(γ−1ω (A)) = ν
({z ∈ R;γ(ω, z) ∈ A}).
Assumption B. Symmetry of the kernel. We assume that the measure ν ◦γ−1ω can
be rewritten as
ν ◦ γ−1ω (dz) = e2V (ω)c(ω, z)χ(dz)
for some Le´vy measure χ, which is symmetric (i.e. χ(dz) = χ(−dz)), and some mea-
surable nonnegative bounded symmetric kernel c defined on Ω× R. The symmetry of c
means
µ a.s., χ(dz) a.s., c(τzω,−z) = c(ω, z).
Assumption C. Regularity. We assume the coefficients satisfy the following assump-
tions:
1) The coefficients V , σ belong to C∞(Ω). In particular, we can define
b =
1
2
Da− aDV = e
2V
2
D
(
e−2V a
) ∈ C∞(Ω),
2) For χ(dz)-almost every z ∈ R, the mapping ω 7→ c(ω, z) belongs to C∞(Ω) and,
for each fixed k ≥ 1, there exists a constant Ck such that |Dkc(·, z)|∞ ≤ Ck, χ(dz) a.s.
3) µ a.s., for ν almost every |z| > 1, the mapping x ∈ R 7→ γ(τxω, z) is continuous
and µ a.s., we can find a constant C > 0 such that ∀x, y ∈ R,
∫
|z|≤1
|γ(τyω, z)− γ(τxω, z)|2ν(dz) ≤ C|y − x|2,
∫
|z|≤1
|γ(τxω, z)|2ν(dz) ≤ C(1 + |x|2).
4) The limit
e(ω) = lim
α→0
∫
α≤|γ(ω,z)|
γ(ω, z)1I|z|≤1ν(dz)
exists in the L2(Ω) sense and defines bounded Lipschitzian function, that is (for some
constant MC ≥ 0), |e|∞ ≤ MC and µ a.s., ∀x, y ∈ R, |e(τyω) − e(τxω)| ≤ MC|x − y|.
Furthermore, there is a positive constant S such that sup|z|≤1 |γ(·, z)|∞ ≤ S
Assumption D. Convergence rate. We assume either of the following conditions
holds:
1. (pure jump scaling) In the case
∫
R
z2χ(dz) = +∞, we assume that there are
a function δ :]0;+∞[→]0;+∞[ satisfying limǫ→0 δ(ǫ) = 0, a non-zero random
function θ : {−1; 1} → L∞(Ω) and a Le´vy measure H on R such that
(3) lim
ǫ→0
M
[|ǫ−1
∫
R
g(δ(ǫ)z)c(·, z)χ(dz) −
∫
R
θ(·, sign(z))g(z)H(dz)|] = 0
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for each function g = 1I[a,b], with a < b and 0 6∈ [a, b]. Throughout the paper, the
random measure θ(ω, sign(z))H(dz) will be called the limit measure.
We further require the quantity ǫ−1δ(ǫ)2
∫
δ(ǫ)|z|≤α z
2χ(dz) to be converging towards
0 as α ↓ 0, uniformly with respect to ǫ.
We point out that, necessarily in that case, limǫ→0 δ(ǫ)
2/ǫ = 0.
2. (diffusive scaling) In the case
∫
R
z2χ(dz) < +∞, we set δ(ǫ) = ǫ1/2.
Remark 2.2. Let us make a few comments about our assumptions. C.3 and C.4 are
only technical assumptions to ensure existence and uniqueness of a solution to SDE
(4) below, whereas C.1, C.2 make the resolvent operator associated to (4) regularizing
enough. Assumptions B and D are closely related to the scaling properties of (4). In
particular, D states that the jump measure possesses good averaging properties.
Even if it means adding to V a renormalization constant (this does not change
the drift b and the jump coefficients γ and ν), we consider the probability measure
dπ = e−2V dµ on (Ω,G), and we denote by Mπ the expectation w.r.t. this probability
measure.
Jump-diffusion processes in random medium
We suppose that we are given a complete probability space (Ω′,F ,P) with a right-
continuous increasing family of complete sub σ-fields (Ft)t of F , a Ft-adapted Brown-
ian motion {Bt; t ≥ 0} and Ft-adapted Poisson random measure N(dt, dz) with inten-
sity ν. N˜(dt, dz) = N(dt, dz) − ν(dz)dt denotes the corresponding compensated ran-
dom measure and Nˆ(dt, dz) the truncated compensated random measure N(dt, dz) −
1I|z|≤1ν(dz)dt. We further assume that the Brownian motion, the Le´vy process and the
random medium are independent.
For each fixed ω ∈ Ω, Assumptions C.3 and C.4 are enough to ensure existence and
pathwise uniqueness of a Ft-adapted process X (see [1, Ch.6, Sect.2]) solution to the
following SDE
Xt = x+
∫ t
0
(b+ e)(τXr−ω) dr +
∫ t
0
∫
R
γ(τXr−ω, z) dNˆ (dr, dz) +
∫ t
0
σ(τXr−ω) dBr.
(4)
Main result
We denote with C(R+;R) the space of continuous R-valued functions on [0;+∞[, en-
dowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact intervals and withD(R+;R)
the space of right-continuous R-valued functions with left limits, endowed with the Sko-
rohod topology, cf [5]. We claim
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Theorem 2.3. 1) Pure jump scaling: In the case
∫
R
z2χ(z)dz = +∞, in µ probabil-
ity, the rescaled process δ(ǫ)X·/ǫ, starting from 0 ∈ R, converges in law towards a Le´vy
process with Le´vy symbol
∫
R
(eiuz − 1− iuz1I|z|≤1)M[θ(·, sign(z))]Hdz)
in the Skorohod topology.
2) Diffusive scaling: In the case
∫
R
z2χ(z)dz < +∞, in µ probability, the process
X, starting from x ∈ R, converges in law in the Skorohod topology towards a non stan-
dard centered Brownian motion with variance A given by (see Section 6 for the definition
of ξ and ζ)
(5) A = M
[
a(1 + ξ)2e−2V +
∫
R
(z + ζ(·, z))2c(·, z)χ(dz)]
Remark 2.4. Actually, by adapting the proof of [15, Section 2.7], we can prove that A
is given by the variational formula
(6) A = inf
ϕ∈C
M
[
a(1 +Dϕ)2e−2V +
∫
R
(z + Tzϕ−ϕ)2c(·, z)χ(dz)
]
,
from which lower and upper bounds for A can be obtained. In particular, A is nonde-
generate (because a is).
Remark 2.5. We stress that our result is stated in dimension 1 but our proofs straight-
forwardly extend to higher dimensions, though it might be notationally more challenging.
Applications
Suppose the jump rate c(ω, z)χ(dz) is known It gives rise to the issue of determining
a coefficient γ and a measure ν satisfying Assumptions B and C. In most classical
situations, the following lemma is helpful to construct such a γ:
Lemma 2.6. Generic construction of a coefficient γ and measure ν associated
to a prescribed jump rate of the form c(ω, z)χ(dz): Suppose we are given c :
Ω × R →]0,+∞[ and a strictly positive even function χ : R →]0,+∞[, bounded on the
compact subsets of R \ {0}, satisfying:
1) χ(z)dz is a Le´vy measure such that (for some positive constant M ′)
∫ +∞
0
χ(z) dz = +∞, and ∀z ∈]0, 1],
∫ +∞
z
χ(r) dr ≤M ′χ(z)z,
2) for some constants 0 < m ≤M , we have m ≤ c(ω, z) ≤M .
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3) ∀z ∈ R, c(·, z) ∈ C∞(Ω) and ∀k ≥ 1, ∃Ck ≥ 0, |Dkc(·, z)|∞ ≤ Ck.
Under the above assumptions, by setting
cs(ω, z) =
1
2
(
c(τzω,−z) + c(ω, z)
)
,
we define a symmetric kernel fitting all the conditions required in Assumption B and C.
Moreover, we can find a coefficient γ : Ω × R → R and a Le´vy measure ν fitting the
regularity conditions of points 3) and 4) of Assumption C, satisying |γ(ω, z)| ≤ |z| and
such that the measures ν ◦ γ−1(ω, ·) and cs(ω, z)χ(dz) coincide.
Remark 2.7. For instance, for any α ∈]0, 2[ and β ∈ R, the Le´vy measures
χ(z) = |z|−1−α, |z|−1−α(ln(1 + |z|))β , e−|z||z|−1−α, · · ·
(and many others) suit.
Remark 2.8. With a little care, we can adapt the proof of Lemma 2.6 to treat the cases∫ +∞
0 χ(z) dz < +∞ or χ(z) 6= χ(−z). What really matters in the proof is the condition
χ(z) > 0.
Lemma 2.9. Case of pure jump scaling. In the case
∫
R
z2χ(z)dz = +∞, suppose
the following conditions hold:
4) for some non-zero functions θ : {−1; 1} → L∞(Ω)
lim
z→±∞
M[|c(ω, z) − θ(ω,±1)|] = 0.
5) there is a Le´vy measure H(dz) such that, for any function g = 1I[a,b] (with 0 6∈
[a, b]), we have
∀u ∈ R, lim
ǫ→0
1
ǫ
∫
R
g(δ(ǫ)z)eizuχ(dz) = 1Iu=0
∫
R
g(z)H(dz).
6) The quantity ǫ−1δ(ǫ)2
∫
δ(ǫ)|z|≤α z
2χ(dz) converges towards 0 as α ↓ 0, uniformly
with respect to ǫ.
Under the avove assumptions, Assumption D is satisfied with convergence rate δ(ǫ)
and limit measure
(
θ(ω, sign(z)) +M
[
θ(ω,−sign(z))])H(dz).
Remark 2.10. When the measure χ(dz) is of the type χ(dz) = 1
|z|1+α
dz for some
α ∈]0, 2[, point 5) is particularly easy to check since it results from the Riemann-Lebesgue
theorem after choosing δ(ǫ) = ǫ1/α and making the change of variables ǫ1/αz = y.
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Concerning Examples 1-3 below, the superscript s of a symmetric kernel cs means
that cs is constructed as prescribed by the generic construction (Lemma 2.6) from a
reference function c. Moreover, all the considered Le´vy measures χ satisfy the conditions
of the generic construction and of Lemma 2.9. The reference function c is assumed to
be converging towards a function θ : {−1; 1} → L∞(Ω). It is thus convenient to define
Θ(ω, z) = θ(ω, sign(z)) +M[θ(ω,−sign(z))].
To sum up, in examples 1-3 below, given a triple (σ, cs, χ), we can construct the corre-
sponding coefficients γ and ν, define the process X solution of (4) and apply Theorem
2.3. So we won’t specify these points anymore. We just precise, in each case, what the
limit measure and convergence rate look like.
Example 1. α-stable kernels. We consider the kernel
cs(ω, z)
|z|1+α dz, 0 < α < 2.
The convergence rate is given by δ(ǫ) = ǫ1/α and the limit measure by Θ(ω,z)|z|1+α dz.
Example 2. Multi-stable kernels. Given a parametrized family (cs(·, z, α))α1≤α≤α2
(α1, α2 ∈]0, 2[), we are interested in the kernel∫ α2
α1
cs(ω, z, α)
|z|1+α dα.
The coefficient γ can be constructed from the Le´vy measure χ(dz) =
∫ α2
α1
1
|z|1+α
dα.
Then Assumption D holds with convergence rate δ(ǫ) given by the implicit relation
limǫ→0 δ(ǫ)
α1(−ǫ ln(δ(ǫ)))−1 = 1. The limit measure matches Θ(ω,z,α1)
|z|1+α1
dz.
Example 3. kernels attracted by stable kernels. We can generalize Example
1 as follows. Given 0 < α < 2 and a bounded function l :]0;+∞[→ R such that
limr→+∞ l(r) = 0, we define h(z) = exp(
∫ |z|
0 l(r)r
−1 dr) and
χ(z) =
h(z)
|z|1+α .
Without giving further details, the reader may check criterion (2.9) with H(dz) = 1|z|1+α
and convergence rate implicitly given by the (asymptotic) relation: δ(ǫ)αh(1/δ(ǫ))/ǫ → 1
as ǫ→ 0.
The most famous examples are given by (β1, β2, · · · ∈ R) h(z) =
(
ln(|z|+1))β1 , ( ln(|z|+
1)
)β1( ln (1 + ln(|z| + 1))β2 , . . . and so on. Now, looking at the kernel cs(ω, z)χ(z)dz,
the limit measure is given by Θ(ω,z)
|z|1+α
dz.
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Now, we investigate the situation when the kernel c(ω, z)χ(dz) corresponds to that
of a random walk.
Example 4. Symmetric random walk among random conductances. Consider
a smooth random variable W : Ω → [a, b] for some constants b > a > 0. Define
χ = δ1+δ−1 (δa denotes the Dirac mass at point a ∈ R), c(·, 1) = T1/2W and c(·,−1) =
T−1/2W , and V = −(1/2) ln(T−1/2W + T1/2W ). The kernel
e2V c(·, z)χ(dz) = T−1/2W
T−1/2W + T1/2W
δ−1 +
T1/2W
T−1/2W + T1/2W
δ1
corresponds to that of a random walk among random conductances. Set
ν(dz) = 1I[0,1](z)dz, γ(ω, z) =
{
1 if z ≤ c(ω, 1)e2V ,
−1 if z > c(ω, 1)e2V .
Clearly, the measures ν ◦γ−1ω and e2V c(·, z)χ(dz) coincide. The reader may easily check
that the regularity conditions of Assumption C are satisfied. Moreover, we are clearly in
the situation of diffusive scaling and, in case a = 1, Theorem 2.3 ensures that a mixed
Brownian motion/random walk among random conductances behaves like a Brownian
motion with effective diffusivity
A = inf
ϕ∈C
Mπ
[
(1 +Dϕ)2e−2V + c(·, 1)(1 + T1ϕ−ϕ)2 + c(·,−1)(−1 + T−1ϕ−ϕ)2
]
.
3 Dirichlet forms in random medium
For the sake of readibility, the proofs of this section are gathered in Appendix C and
may be omitted upon the first reading.
We can then equip the space L2(Ω) with the inner product (ϕ,ψ)π = M[ϕψe
−2V ],
and denote by | · |π the associated norm. Since V is bounded, both inner products (·, ·)2
and (·, ·)π are equivalent on L2(Ω).
Let us define on C × C the following bilinear forms (with λ > 0)
Bd(ϕ,ψ) =
1
2
(aDϕ,Dψ)π, B
j(ϕ,ψ) =
1
2
M
∫
R
(Tzϕ−ϕ)(Tzψ −ψ)c(·, z)χ(dz),
Bs(ϕ,ψ) = Bd(ϕ,ψ) +Bj(ϕ,ψ), Bsλ(ϕ,ψ) = λ(ϕ,ψ)π +B
s(ϕ,ψ).
(7)
We can thus consider on C × C the inner product Bsλ and the closure H of C w.r.t.
the associated norm (note that the definition of H does not depend on λ > 0 since
the corresponding norms are equivalent). From now on, our purpose is to construct a
self-adjoint operator associated to Bs and to derive its regularizing properties.
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The following construction follows [6, Ch. 3, Sect. 3] (or [12, Ch. 1, Sect. 2]), to
which the reader is referred for further details. For any λ > 0, Bλ is clearly continuous
on C × C so that it continuously extends to H × H (the extension is still denoted Bλ).
Moreover, Bsλ is coercive. It thus defines a resolvent operator Gλ : L
2(Ω)→ H, which is
one-to-one and continuous. We define the unbounded operator L = λ−G−1λ on L2(Ω)
with domain Dom(L) = Gλ(L
2(Ω)). This definition does not depend on λ > 0. More
precisely, a function ϕ ∈ H belongs to Dom(L) if and only if the map ψ ∈ H 7→ Bsλ(ϕ,ψ)
is L2(Ω) continuous. In this case, we can find f ∈ L2(Ω) such that Bλ(ϕ, ·) = (f , ·)π.
Then Lϕ exactly matches λϕ − f . We point out that the unbounded operator L is
closed, densely defined and seld-adjoint. We further stress that the weak form of the
resolvent equation λGλf −LGλf = f reads: ∀ψ ∈ H
λ(Gλf ,ψ)π+
1
2
(aDGλf ,Dψ)π +
1
2
M
∫
R
(TzGλf −Gλf)(Tzψ −ψ)c(·, z)χ(dz)(8)
= (f ,ψ)π.
For sufficiently smooth functions, L can be easily identified:
Lemma 3.1. Let ϕ ∈ H∞(Ω). Then ϕ ∈ Dom(L)
Lϕ =
1
2
aD2ϕ+ (b+ e)Dϕ+
∫
R
(
ϕ(τγ(ω,z)ω)−ϕ(ω)− γ(ω, z)1I{|z|≤1}Dϕ(ω)
)
ν(dz).
(9)
We now investigate the regularizing properties of the resolvent operator Gλ.
Proposition 3.2. For each λ > 0, the resolvent operator Gλ maps L
2 into H2(Ω), and
Hm(Ω) into Hm+2(Ω) for any m ≥ 1. In particular Dom(Lm) = H2m(Ω).
The operator L is self-adjoint. Thus it generates a strongly continuous contraction
semi-group (Pt)t of self-adjoint operators. Each operator Pt (t > 0) maps L
2(Ω) into
Dom(L) = Gλ(L
2(Ω)) ⊂ H2(Ω). More precisely, combining Hille-Yosida’s theorem with
Proposition 3.2, we get the following estimates:
f ∈ L2(Ω)⇒ t 7→ Ptf ∈ C([0;+∞[;L2(Ω)) ∩C∞(]0;+∞[;H∞(Ω)),(10)
f ∈ H∞(Ω)⇒ t 7→ Ptf ∈ C∞([0;+∞[;H∞(Ω)).(11)
where, given an interval I ⊂ R, C(I;L2(Ω)) (resp. C∞(I;H∞(Ω))) stands for the space
of continuous functions from I to L2(Ω) (resp. infinitely differentiable functions from I
to H∞(Ω)). Moreover, we can prove
Proposition 3.3. The semi-group (Pt)t is sub-Markovian. Put in other words, for any
f ∈ L2(Ω) such that 0 ≤ f ≤ 1 µ a.s., we have 0 ≤ Ptf ≤ 1 µ a.s. for any t > 0. In
particular, Pt : L
∞(Ω)→ L∞(Ω) and Gλ : L∞(Ω)→ L∞(Ω) are continuous.
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4 Environment as seen from the particle
In what follows, X denotes the solution of (4) starting from 0. Let us consider a bounded
function ϕ ∈ C∞([0,+∞[;H∞(Ω)). In particular, µ a.s., the mapping (t, x) 7→ ϕ(t, τxω)
belongs to C∞([0,+∞[×R) and is bounded.
We can thus apply the Itoˆ formula (see [16, Ch. II, Th. 32] or [1, Ch. III]): µ a.s.
ϕ(t, τXtω) = ϕ(0, ω) +
∫ t
0
(
∂tϕ+
1
2
aD2ϕ+ bDϕ+ eDϕ
)
(r, τXr−ω) dr
+
∫ t
0
Dϕσ(r, τXr−ω) dBr +
∫ t
0
(ϕ(r, τXr−+γ(τXr−ω,z)ω)−ϕ(r, τXr−ω)) N˜(dr, dz)
+
∫ t
0
∫
R
(
ϕ(r,τXr−+γ(τXr−ω,z)ω)−ϕ(r,τXr−ω)−γ(τXr−ω, z)1I{|z|≤1}Dϕ(r, τXr−ω)
)
ν(dz)dr.
It is thus natural to investigate the properties of the Ω-valued process Yt(ω) = τXtω,
which is Markovian as a consequence of [1, Th. 6.4.6] and its generator coincides on C
with L from the above computations.
Proposition 4.1. For each function f ∈ C(Ω), we have Ptf(ω) = E[f(Yt(ω))] µ a.s.
As a consequence, ∀f ∈ C(Ω), Mπ[E[f(Yt(ω))]] = Mπ[E[f(Yt−(ω))]] = Mπ[f ].
Proof. From (10), given ϕ ∈ H∞(Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω) and t > 0, the mapping (s, ω) 7→ Pt−sϕ
belongs to C∞([0, t];H∞(Ω)) and is bounded (cf Prop 3.3). We can thus apply the
above Itoˆ formula between 0 and t, which reads (use ∂tPtϕ = LPtϕ) µ a.s.:
ϕ(τXtω) = Ptϕ(ω) +
∫ t
0
DPt−rϕσ(τXr−ω) dBr(12)
+
∫ t
0
(Pt−rϕ(τXr−+γ(τXr−ω,z)ω)− Pt−rϕ(τXr−ω)) N˜(dr, dz)
We remind the reader that µ a.s., P( X is ca`d-la`g on [0, t]) = 1. Hence P(sup0≤s≤t |Xs| <
+∞) = 1. We deduce that the sequence of stopping times Sn = inf{s ≥ 0; |Xs| > n}
satisfies: µ a.s., P a.s. Sn → +∞ as n → ∞. By replacing t by t ∧ Sn (i.e. min(t, Sn))
in (12) and by taking the expectation, the martingale terms vanish and we get
E[ϕ(τXt∧Snω)] = E[Pt∧Snϕ(ω)].
Using the boundedness of ϕ and Ptϕ, we can pass to the limit as n →∞ in the above
equality to prove Ptϕ(ω) = E[ϕ(τXtω)] = E[ϕ(Yt(ω))]. In case f ∈ C(Ω), we can find a
sequence (ϕn)n ∈ C∞(Ω) converging towards f in L∞(Ω)-norm (for instance (f ⋆ ρn)n
for some regularizing sequence (ρn)n ⊂ C∞c (R)). We complete the proof by passing to
the limit in the relation Ptϕn(ω) = E[ϕn(τXtω)] = E[ϕn(Yt(ω))].
Corollary 4.2. The measure π is invariant for the Markov process Y .
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5 Ergodic problems
This section is devoted to the study of the asymptotic properties of the process Y . As
illustrated below, this is deeply connected to the behaviour of the resolvent Gλ when λ
goes to 0.
Theorem 5.1. Ergodic theorem I. For any f ∈ L1(Ω), the following convergence
holds
lim
t→∞
MπE
[∣∣1
t
∫ t
0
f(τXr−ω) dr −Mπ[f ]
∣∣] = 0.
Proof. This is nothing but the ergodic theorem for stationary Markov processes (see
[3]). However, it remains to check that the measure is ergodic for the process Y , that is
for any function f ∈ L2(Ω) satisfying Ptf = f π a.s. for any ∀t > 0, then f is constant
π a.s.. Such a function f necessarily belongs to Dom(L) and satisfies Lf = 0. Hence
f ∈ H and Bs(f ,f) = 0. In particular Df = 0 (because of Assumption A), i.e. f is
constant µ almost surely. Since µ and π are equivalent, we complete the proof.
Remark 5.2. Under Assumption D (case of pure jump scaling), it is a simple exercise
to show that the convergence
lim
ǫ→0
M
[|ǫ−1
∫
R
g(δ(ǫ)z)c(·, z)χ(dz) −
∫
R
θ(·, sign(z))g(z)H(dz)|] = 0
actually holds for any piecewise continuous function g satisfying: ∀z ∈ R, |g(z)| ≤
M min(z2, 1) for some positive constant M .
Corollary 5.3. 1) Case of pure jump scaling: Consider a piecewise continuous
function g satisfying: ∀z ∈ R, |g(z)| ≤M min(z2, 1) for some positive constant M , and
define
Gcǫ(ω) =
1
ǫ
∫
R
g(δ(ǫ)z)c(ω, z)e2V (ω)χ(dz), GH(ω) =
∫
R
g(z)θ(ω, sign(z))e2V (ω)H(dz).
The following convergence holds
lim
ǫ→0
MπE
[∣∣ǫ
∫ t
ǫ
0
Gcǫ(τXr−ω)dr − tMπ[GH]
∣∣] = 0.
2) Case of diffusive scaling: Consider a measurable function g : Ω × R → R such
that M
∫
R
|g(·, z)|c(·, z)χ(dz) < +∞, and define
G(ω) =
∫
R
g(ω, z)c(ω, z)χ(dz).
Then we have
lim
ǫ→0
MπE
[∣∣ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
G(τXr−ω)dr − tMπ[G]
∣∣] = 0.
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Proof. 1) Case of pure jump scaling: Define
Gcǫ(ω) =
1
ǫ
∫
R
g(δ(ǫ)z)c(ω, z)e2V (ω)χ(dz), GH(ω) =
∫
R
g(z)θ(ω, sign(z))e2V (ω)H(dz).
By using the invariance of the measure π for the process Y , we have:
Mπ
[
E|ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
Gcǫ(Yr−(ω))dr − ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
GH(Yr−(ω))dr|
]
≤ ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
Mπ
[
E|Gcǫ(Yr−(ω))−GH(Yr−(ω))|
]
dr
= tMπ
[∣∣Gcǫ −GH∣∣],
and this latter quantity tends to 0 as ǫ→ 0 in virtue of Remark 5.2. Since GH belongs
to L1(Ω), Theorem 5.1 establishes that ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0 G
H(Yr−(ω))dr converges to tMπ[G
H] as
ǫ→ 0. We complete the proof in that case.
2) Case of diffusive scaling: sinceG ∈ L1(Ω), this is a direct consequence of Theorem
5.1.
Now we investigate the case when the function g in Corollary 5.3 behaves as z for
small z in the case of pure jump scaling. This type of functions make a highly oscillating
drift term appear due to the small jumps. The fluctuations of that drift should overscale
the size of the large jumps. However, when g is odd, the fluctuations are stochastically
centered (mean 0 w.r.t. µ) so that we can establish the asymptotic convergence of these
fluctuations towards their mean all the same:
Theorem 5.4. Ergodic theorem II.(Case of pure jump scaling). Consider a
truncation function h : R → R such that h(z) = z if |z| ≤ 1 and h(z) = sign(z) if
|z| > 1. Define hǫ ∈ L∞(Ω) by
hǫ(ω) = lim
α↓0
1
ǫ
∫
|z|>α
h(δ(ǫ)z)c(ω, z)e2V (ω)χ(dz).
(To see why the limit exists, cf Lemma A.2). Then
lim
ǫ→0
MπE
[∣∣ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
hǫ(τXr−ω) dr
∣∣] = 0.
Proof. Choose a decreasing strictly positive sequence (βn)n∈N∗ converging towards 0 as
n goes to ∞. For each n ∈ N∗, we define hn : R→ R as the truncation of h at threshold
βn, that is hn(z) = h(z) if βn < |z| and 0 otherwise. Notice that (hn)n uniformly
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converges towards h on R. We further define for each n ∈ N, α > 0 and ǫ > 0,
hn,αǫ =
1
ǫ
∫
|z|>α
hn(δ(ǫ)z)c(ω, z)e
2V (ω)χ(dz),
hnǫ =
1
ǫ
∫
R
hn(δ(ǫ)z)c(ω, z)e
2V (ω)χ(dz),
hαǫ =
1
ǫ
∫
|z|>α
h(δ(ǫ)z)c(ω, z)e2V (ω)χ(dz)
The truncation w.r.t. α avoids dealing with integrability issues around z = 0. Our
strategy is the following. From Lemma 5.5, we can find a constant C(n), only depending
on n and satisfying limn→∞C(n) = 0, such that
MπE
∣∣∣ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
(hαǫ − hn,αǫ )(τXr−ω) dr
∣∣∣ ≤ C(n).
Thus, Fatou’s lemma yields
MπE
[∣∣ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
hǫ(τXr−ω) dr
∣∣] ≤ lim inf
α↓0
MπE
[∣∣ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
hαǫ (τXr−ω) dr
∣∣]
≤ lim inf
α↓0
MπE
[∣∣ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
(hαǫ − hn,αǫ )(τXr−ω) dr
∣∣]
+ lim inf
α↓0
MπE
[∣∣ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
hn,αǫ (τXr−ω) dr
∣∣]
≤C(n) +MπE
[∣∣ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
hnǫ (τXr−ω) dr
∣∣]
Clearly, we just have to prove that, for a fixed n ∈ N∗, MπE
[∣∣ǫ ∫ t/ǫ0 hnǫ (τXr−ω) dr∣∣
]
→
0 as ǫ → 0. This is a consequence of Corollary 5.3 with (g(z) = hn(z)). Indeed,
with g(z) = hn(z), the limit in Corollary 5.3 reduces to 0, because the limit should
match t
∫
R
hn(z)M[θ(·, z)]H(dz) = limǫ→0 1ǫ
∫
R
hn(δ(ǫ)z)M[c(·, z)]χ(dz). But the latter
quantity is equal to 0 since hn is odd, the measure χ is symmetric (χ(dz) = χ(−dz)) and
M[c(·, z)] is even by symmetry of c (we have M[c(·,−z)] = M[c(τz·,−z)] = M[c(·, z)],
χ-a.s.).
Lemma 5.5. For any n ∈ N, α > 0 and ǫ > 0, we have
∀ǫ > 0, Mπ
[∣∣ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
(hn,αǫ − hαǫ )(τXr−ω) dr
∣∣] ≤ C(ǫ, n)
where C(ǫ, n) =
supΩ×R |c|
2
δ(ǫ)2
ǫ
∫
|z|δ(ǫ)≤βn
z2χ(dz). Moreover, from Assumption D, we
have limn→∞ supǫ C(ǫ, n) = 0.
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Proof. We split the proof into 3 steps.
• Step 1: For ǫ > 0, n ∈ N∗, we define gn,αǫ = hαǫ − hn,αǫ . We claim:
(13) ∀ϕ ∈ C, (gn,αǫ ,ϕ)π ≤
(
ǫ−1C(ǫ, n)
)1/2
Bs(ϕ,ϕ)1/2.
Proof. Since h− hn is odd, we use Lemma A.1 (with g(z) = 1I|z|>α(h− hn)(δ(ǫ)z)):
(gn,αǫ ,ϕ)π =
1
2ǫ
∫
|z|>α
(h− hn)(zδ(ǫ))M
[
c(·, z)(ϕ − Tzϕ)
]
χ(dz)
≤ 1√
2ǫ
(
M
∫
|z|>α
(h− hn)2(zδ(ǫ))c(·, z)χ(dz)
)1/2
Bj(ϕ,ϕ)1/2
≤ 1
ǫ
(supΩ×R |c|
2
∫
R
(h− hn)2(zδ(ǫ))χ(dz)
)1/2
Bs(ϕ,ϕ)1/2
To conclude, it suffices to notice that (h− hn)2(zδ(ǫ)) coincides with δ(ǫ)2z21I{δ(ǫ)z≤βn}
as soon as βn ≤ 1.
• Step 2: For each n ∈ N and ǫ > 0, we define un,αǫ = Gǫ(gn,αǫ ). We claim:
(14) ǫ2|un,αǫ |22+ ǫ(aDun,αǫ ,Dun,αǫ )π+ ǫM
∫
R
|Tzun,αǫ −un,αǫ |2c(·; z)χ(dz) ≤ C(ǫ, n,m)2.
Proof. To see this, we just have to plug ψ = un,αǫ in the resolvent equation (8)
associated to gn,αǫ . The right-hand side matches (g
n,α
ǫ ,u
n,α
ǫ )π and can be estimated as
(see (13))
(gn,αǫ ,u
n,α
ǫ )π ≤
(
ǫ−1C(ǫ, n)
)1/2
Bs((un,αǫ ,u
n,α
ǫ )
1/2 ≤ C(ǫ, n)
2
2ǫ
+
Bs(un,αǫ ,u
n,α
ǫ )
2
so that the result follows by multiplying both sides of (8) by ǫ.
• Step 3: Since gn,αǫ ∈ H∞(Ω), we have un,αǫ ∈ H∞(Ω) (cf Prop 3.2). Thus we apply
the Itoˆ formula to the function un,αǫ (cf Section 4) and we get
un,αǫ (τXtω) =u
n,α
ǫ (ω) +
∫ t
0
Lun,αǫ (τXr−ω) dr +
∫ t
0
σDun,αǫ (τXr−ω) dBr
+
∫ t
0
(
un,αǫ (τXr−+γ(τXr−ω,z)ω)− u
n,α
ǫ (τXr−ω)
)
dN˜(dr, dz)
=un,αǫ (ω) +
∫ t
0
(ǫun,αǫ − hn,αǫ )(τXr−ω) dr +
∫ t
0
σDun,αǫ (τXr−ω) dBr
+
∫ t
0
∫
R
(
un,αǫ (τXr−+γ(τXr−ω,z)ω)− u
n,α
ǫ (τXr−ω)
)
dN˜ (dr, dz)
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We replace t by t/ǫ, multiply both sides of the above equality by ǫ and isolate the term
corresponding to hǫ. We get
ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
gn,αǫ (τXr−ω) dr =ǫu
n,α
ǫ (ω)− ǫun,αǫ (τXt/ǫω) + ǫ2
∫ t/ǫ
0
un,αǫ (τXr−ω) dr
+ ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
σDun,αǫ (τXr−ω) dBr
+ ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
∫
R
(
un,αǫ (τXr−+γ(τXr−ω,z)ω)− u
n,α
ǫ (τXr−ω)
)
dN˜ (dr, dz).
The remaining part of the proof consists in proving that the quadratic mean of each term
in the right-hand side of the above expression is bounded by C(ǫ, n)2. The procedure is
the same for each term: integrate the square of the term, use the invariance of π for the
process Y (ω) = τXω and deduce the result from (14). So we only detail the procedure
for one term, say the last one.
MπE
[∣∣ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
∫
R
(
un,αǫ (τXr−+γ(τXr−ω,z)ω)− u
n,α
ǫ (τXr−ω)
)
dN˜(dr, dz)
∣∣2]
≤MπE
[
ǫ2
∫ t/ǫ
0
∫
R
(
un,αǫ (τXr−+γ(τXr−ω,z)ω)− u
n,α
ǫ (τXr−ω)
)2
ν(dz)dr
]
= ǫ2
∫ t/ǫ
0
∫
R
MπE
[(
un,αǫ (τXr−+γ(τXr−ω,z)ω)− u
n,α
ǫ (τXr−ω)
)2]
ν(dz)dr
= ǫtM
[ ∫
R
(Tzu
n,α
ǫ − un,αǫ )2c(·, z)χ(dz)
]
≤ C(ǫ, n)2.
6 Construction of the correctors
In this section, we define the so-called correctors:
1) Case of pure jump scaling. No correctors. Actually, the job is already carried
out in the proof of Th. 5.4.
2) Case of diffusive scaling. We define h(ω) = limα↓0
∫
|z|>α zc(ω, z)χ(dz) (Lemma
A.2 together with
∫
R
z2χ(dz) < +∞ ensures the existence of the limit). Given λ > 0,
we define
uλ = Gλ(b+ h)
Remark 6.1. Since b ∈ H∞(Ω), Gλ(b) ∈ H∞(Ω) (see Proposition 3.2). Furthermore,
from Lemma A.2 and the regularity conditions on c (see Assumption C), it is plain
to deduce that h ∈ H∞(Ω) and the successive derivatives of h are given, for k ≥ 1,
Dkh = limα↓0
∫
|z|>α zD
kc(ω, z)χ(dz). Hence Gλ(h) ∈ H∞(Ω).
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Proposition 6.2. Case of diffusive scaling. There are ξ ∈ L2(Ω) and ζ ∈ L2(R ×
Ω; c(ω; z)χ(dz)dµ(ω)) such that
λ|uλ|2π + |Duλ − ξ|2π +M
∫
R
|Tzuλ − uλ − ζ(·, z)|2c(·, z)χ(dz) → 0 as λ→ 0.
Proof. Remind that
∫
R
z2χ(dz) < +∞. Applying Lemma A.1 (with g(z) = z1I|z|>α)
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields: ∀v ∈ C
(h,v)π = −1
2
lim
α↓0
M
∫
|z|>α
zc(·, z)(Tzv−v)χ(dz) ≤
(supΩ×R |c|
2
∫
R
z2χ(dz)
)1/2
Bj(v,v)1/2.
By using integration by parts, we also get:
(b,v)π = (1/2)(e
2VD(e−2V a),v)π = −(1/2)(a,Dv)π ≤
(
Mπ[a]/2
)1/2
Bd(v,v)1/2
By gathering the above inequalities, we can find a constant C such that
(15) (b+ h,v)π ≤ CBs(v,v)1/2.
The standard inequality ab ≤ a2/2 + b2/2 yields (b + h,v)π ≤ C2/2 + Bs(v,v)/2.
Plugging this in the right-hand side of (8), we get:
λ(uλ,v)π +B
s(uλ,v) ≤ C2/2 +Bs(v,v)/2,
from which one easily gets by setting v = uλ: λ|uλ|2π + Bs(uλ,uλ) ≤ C2. This implies
the existence of ξ ∈ L2(Ω), ζ ∈ L2(R × Ω; c(ω, z)χ(dz)dµ(ω)) such that the following
weak convergence holds along some subsequence:
(16) Duλ →
λ→0
ξ, Tzuλ − uλ →
λ→0
ζ.
Actually, the convergence holds along the whole subsequence since the limit is charac-
terized by
(17) ∀v ∈ H, (b+ h,v)π = 1
2
(aξ,Dv)π +
1
2
M
∫
R
ζ(z, ·)(Tzv − v)c(·, z)χ(dz),
which is obtained by letting λ go to zero (along the subsequence) in (8) (notice that
λuλ → 0 since λ|uλ|2π ≤ C2). By setting v = uδ above and letting δ go to zero, we have:
lim
δ→0
(b,uδ)π ≤ 1
2
(aξ, ξ)π +
1
2
M
∫
R
ζ(z, ·)2c(·, z)χ(dz)
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Using once again relation (8) with ψ = uδ, we conclude that:
lim
δ→0
(
δ(uδ,uδ)π +
1
2
(aDuδ,Duδ)π +
1
2
M
∫
R
(Tzuδ − uδ)2c(·, z)χ(dz)
)
≤ 1
2
(aξ, ξ)π +
1
2
M
∫
R
ζ(z, ·)2c(·, z)χ(dz).
From this, we deduce that the weak convergences in (16) are in fact strong and that
lim
δ→0
δ|uδ|22 = 0.
7 Tightness
Our strategy to establish the tightness of the ”environment as seen from the particle”
does not differ from [15, Section 3.3] (idea originally due to [20]) and relies on the so-
called Garcia-Rodemich-Rumsey inequality. So we set out the main steps of the proof,
only proving what differs from [15] (only minor things), and let the reader be referred
to [15] for further details.
Remark 7.1. The setup in [15] is more general than ours in the sense that the author
considers possibly non-symmetric processes. To simplify the reading, take A = 0 in [15].
More precisely, our pupose is the following
Theorem 7.2. Consider a family of functions (hǫ)ǫ ⊂ L∞(Ω) satisfying the following
estimate:
(18) ∀ϕ ∈ C, (hǫ,ϕ2)π ≤ PBs(ϕ,ϕ)1/2|ϕ|π
for some positive constant P . Then we can establish the following continuity modulus
estimate:
(19) MπE
[
sup
|t−s|≤δ
0≤s,t≤T
∣∣ǫ
∫ t/ǫ2
s/ǫ2
hǫ(Yr−(ω)) dr
∣∣] ≤ C(T )δ1/2 ln δ−1
for some positive constant C(T ) only depending on T .
Guideline of the proof. To begin with, we remind the reader of the GRR inequality:
Proposition 7.3. (Garsia-Rodemich-Rumsey’s inequality). Let p and Ψ be strictly
increasing continuous functions on [0,+∞[ satisfying p(0) = Ψ(0) = 0 and limt→∞Ψ(t) =
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+∞. For given T > 0 and g ∈ C([0, T ];Rd), suppose that there exists a finite B such
that;
(20)
∫ T
0
∫ T
0
Ψ
( |g(t) − g(s)|
p(|t− s|)
)
ds dt ≤ B <∞.
Then, for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T ,
(21) |g(t) − g(s)| ≤ 8
∫ t−s
0
Ψ−1(4B/u2) dp(u).
The first step is to estimate the exponential moments of the random variable ǫ
∫ t/ǫ2
s/ǫ2
hǫ(Yr−(ω)) dr.
It turns out that the Feynmann-Kac formula provides a connection between the expo-
nential moments and the solution of a certain evolution equation:
Theorem 7.4. Feynmann-Kac formula. Let U belong to L∞(Ω). Then the function
u(t, ω) = E
[
exp
( ∫ t
0
U(Yr−(ω)) dr
)]
is a solution of the equation
∂tu = Lu+Uu
with initial condition u(0, ω) = 1.
Remark 7.5. By solution, we mean a function u such that ∀t ≥ 0, u(t, ·) ∈ Dom(L)
and
lim
s→0
u(t+ s, ·)− u(t, ·)
s
= Lu(t, ·) +U(·)u(t, ·) in L2(Ω).
Remark 7.6. Though it is not necessary, the author also proves in [15, Theorem 3.2]
uniqueness of the solution to the equation. So, the reader may skip the corresponding
part of the proof.
Using the equation satisfied by u(t, ·), we are now in position to establish bounds
for the function u
Proposition 7.7. Let u(t, ·) be the function of Theorem 7.4. Then
Mπ[u(t, ·)2] ≤ e2λ0(L+U)t
where λ0(L+U) is defined as λ0(L+U) = sup |ϕ|π=1,
ϕ∈DomL
(ϕ, (L +U)ϕ)π.
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Following [15, Theorem 3.4], we make use of Proposition 7.7 to prove
MπE
[
exp
∣∣∣αǫ
∫ t/ǫ2
s/ǫ2
U(Yr−(ω)) dr
∣∣∣] ≤ 2 exp(λ0(ǫ−2L+ ǫ−1αU)(t− s)
)
.
In particular, we can choose U = hǫ and use (18) to get λ0(ǫ
−2L+ ǫ−1αhǫ) ≤ α2P 2/4.
This yields
MπE
[
exp
∣∣∣αǫ
∫ t/ǫ2
s/ǫ2
hǫ(Yr−(ω)) dr
∣∣∣] ≤ 2 exp(α2P 2(t− s)/4).
We conclude by using the GRR inequality (with g(t) = ǫ
∫ t/ǫ2
0 hǫ(Yr−(ω)) dr, p(t) =
√
t,
Ψ(t) = et − 1), by taking the expectation and by using the above estimate.
We conclude this section by making three important remarks. First, notice that b
satisfies the relation (18) since for any ϕ ∈ C
(b,ϕ2)π = (D(e
−2V a),ϕ2)2 = −2(a,ϕDϕ)π ≤ 2|a|1/2∞ (aDϕ,Dϕ)1/2π |ϕ|π.
We deduce
(22) MπE
[
sup
|t−s|≤δ
0≤s,t≤T
∣∣ǫ1/2
∫ t/ǫ
s/ǫ
b(Yr−(ω)) dr
∣∣] ≤ C(T )δ1/2 ln δ−1.
Second, define the function h by h(z) = z if |z| ≤ 1, h(z) = sign(z) if |z| > 1, and (the
limit exists in the L∞ sense because of Lemma A.2)
(23) hǫ = lim
α↓0
1
ǫ
∫
|z|>α
h(zδ(ǫ))c(·, z)e2V χ(dz).
Since h is odd, we can apply Lemma A.1 to obtain: for any ϕ ∈ C
ǫ
1
2 (hǫ,ϕ
2)π = lim
α↓0
1
2ǫ
1
2
M
∫
|z|>α
h(zδ(ǫ))c(·, z)ϕ2χ(dz)
= − lim
α↓0
1
2ǫ
1
2
∫
|z|>α
h(zδ(ǫ))c(·, z)(Tzϕ2 −ϕ2)χ(dz)
≤ (2ǫ)− 12
(
M
∫
|z|>0
h2(zδ(ǫ))c(·, z)(ϕ + Tzϕ)2χ(dz)
)1/2
Bj(ϕ,ϕ)1/2
≤ (2 sup
Ω×R
|c|)1/2ǫ− 12(
∫
R
h2(zδ(ǫ))χ(dz)
)1/2
Bs(ϕ,ϕ)1/2|ϕ|π.
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In the case of pure jump scaling, the quantity ǫ−1/2
( ∫
R
h2(zδ(ǫ))χ(dz)
)1/2
is bounded
by a constant independent of ǫ (see Assumption D). So, we can apply our estimates to
the function ǫ
1
2hǫ and get
(24) MπE
[
sup
|t−s|≤δ
0≤s,t≤T
∣∣ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
s/ǫ
hǫ(Yr−(ω)) dr
∣∣] ≤ C(T )δ1/2 ln δ−1.
Third, in the case of diffusive scaling, that is
∫
R
z2χ(dz) < +∞, we consider the function
h = limα↓0
∫
|z|>α zc(·, z)e2V χ(dz) (see Lemma A.2 again concerning the existence of the
limit). Once again, by applying Lemma A.1, we can derive the following estimate:
(h,ϕ2)π ≤
(1
2
M
∫
R
(Tzϕ+ϕ)
2z2c(·, z)χ(dz)
)1/2
Bj(ϕ,ϕ)1/2 ≤ (2 sup |c|)1/2|ϕ|πBj(ϕ,ϕ)1/2,
from which we deuce
(25) MπE
[
sup
|t−s|≤δ
0≤s,t≤T
∣∣ǫ1/2
∫ t/ǫ
s/ǫ
h(Yr−(ω)) dr
∣∣] ≤ C(T )δ1/2 ln δ−1.
8 Homogenization
In this section, we prove the homogenization theorem.
1) Case of pure jump scaling. From (4), we have the following equation for the
rescaled process δ(ǫ)X·/ǫ:
δ(ǫ)Xt/ǫ =δ(ǫ)
∫ t/ǫ
0
b(τXr−ω)dr + δ(ǫ)
∫ t/ǫ
0
e(τXr−ω)dr + δ(ǫ)
∫ t/ǫ
0
σ(τXr−ω) dBr
+ δ(ǫ)
∫ t/ǫ
0
∫
R
γ(τXr−ω, z) Nˆ (dr, dz).
In order to prove the result, we consider each term in the above sum separately. In
view of (22), we have
MπE
[
sup
0≤t≤T
∣∣δ(ǫ)
∫ t/ǫ
0
b(Yr−(ω)) dr
∣∣] ≤ δ(ǫ)
ǫ1/2
C(T )T 1/2 lnT−1 → 0, as ǫ→ 0.
Concerning the Brownian martingale, by using the invariance of the measure π for the
process Y (ω) = τXω, we have
MπE
[
sup
0≤t≤T
∣∣δ(ǫ)
∫ t/ǫ
0
σ(τXr−ω) dBr
∣∣2] ≤MπE
[
δ(ǫ)2
∫ T/ǫ
0
a(τXr−ω) dr
]
≤ δ(ǫ)
2
ǫ
TMπ[a].
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Thus, we just have to investigate the convergence of the following semimartingale Y ǫt :
Y ǫt = δ(ǫ)
∫ t/ǫ
0
e(τXr−ω)dr + δ(ǫ)
∫ t/ǫ
0
∫
R
γ(τXr−ω, z) Nˆ (dr, dz)
In order to obtain the desired result, we introduce the truncation function h as defined
in the Ergodic theorem 5.4 and we use theorem VIII.4.1 in [9]. Following the notations
of [9], we introduce the following processes:
Yˇ
ǫ,(h)
t =
∑
0<s≤t
∆Y ǫs − h(∆Y ǫs )
and
Y
ǫ,(h)
t = Y
ǫ
t − Yˇ ǫ,(h)t .
Note that we can decompose the semimartingale Y ǫ,(h) as:
Y ǫt =M
ǫ,(h)
t +B
ǫ,(h)
t ,
where M ǫ,(h), Bǫ,(h) are given by:
M
ǫ,(h)
t =
∫ t/ǫ
0
∫
R
h(δ(ǫ)γ(τXr−ω, z)) N˜ (dr, dz)
and
B
ǫ,(h)
t =δ(ǫ)
∫ t/ǫ
0
e(τXr−ω)dr +
∫ t/ǫ
0
∫
|z|>1
h
(
δ(ǫ)γ(τXr−ω, z)
)
ν(dz)dr.
As soon as δ(ǫ)S ≤ 1 (cf Assumption C.4 for the definition of S), we have
δ(ǫ)e(ω) = lim
α↓0
∫
α≤|γ|
δ(ǫ)γ(ω, z)1I{|z|≤1}ν(dz) = lim
α↓0
∫
α≤|γ|
h
(
δ(ǫ)γ(ω, z)
)
1I{|z|≤1}ν(dz),
in such a way that Bǫ,(h) can be rewritten as (cf the notations of Theorem 5.4)
B
ǫ,(h)
t = ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
hǫ(τXr−ω)dr.
According to (24), Bǫ,(h) is tight in D(R+;R) for the Skorohod topology. Moreover,
Theorem 5.4 ensures that the finite-dimensional distributions of Bǫ,(h) converges to 0.
Hence, Bǫ,(h) converges to 0 in probability in D(R+;R).
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By Corollary 5.3, we have also the following convergence for < M ǫ,(h) >t:
< M ǫ,(h) >t =
∫ t/ǫ
0
∫
R
h(δ(ǫ)z)2c(τXr−ω, z)e
2V (τXr−ω)χ(dz)dr
ǫ→0+−→ t
∫
R
h(z)2M[θ(ω, sign(z))]H(dz)
To sum up, the three characteristics of the semimartingale Y ǫ converge as ǫ → 0 to
those of a Le´vy process L with Le´vy exponent:
ϕ(u) =
∫
R
(eiuz − 1− iuz1I{|z|≤1})M[θ(ω, sign(z))]H(dz).
Using theorem VIII.4.1 in [9], we conclude that the following convergence holds for the
Skorohod topology:
Y ǫ
ǫ→0−→ L.
Case of diffusive scaling. We apply the Itoˆ formula to the function uǫ = Gǫ(b+ h):
uǫ(τXtω)− uǫ(ω) =
∫ t
0
ǫuǫ(τXr−ω)dr −
∫ t
0
b(τXr−ω)dr −
∫ t
0
h(τXr−ω)dr
+
∫ t
0
∫
R
(
uǫ(τXr−+γ(τXr−ω,z)ω)− uǫ(τXr−ω)
)
N˜(dr, dz) +
∫ t
0
Duǫσ(τXr−ω) dBr.(26)
Therefore, by summing with (4) and by using the relation
e(ω)− h(ω) = −
∫
|z|>1
γ(ω, z)ν(dz),
we deduce:
uǫ(τXtω) +Xt = uǫ(ω) +
∫ t
0
ǫuǫ(τXr−ω)dr +
∫ t
0
(1 +Duǫ)σ(τXr−ω) dBr
+
∫ t
0
∫
R
(
γ(τXr−ω, z) + uǫ(τXr−+γ(τXr−ω,z)ω)− uǫ(τXr−ω)
)
N˜(dr, dz).
We now analyze the convergence of each rescaled term of the above relation. By Prop
6.2, we have:
(27) MπE
[
sup
0≤t≤T
∣∣δ(ǫ)
∫ t/ǫ
0
ǫuǫ(τXr−ω)dr
∣∣] ≤ δ(ǫ)|uǫ|π → 0, ǫ→ 0.
We know focus on δ(ǫ)
(
uǫ(τXtω)− uǫ(ω)
)
. Prop. 6.2 leads to
MπE
[∣∣δ(ǫ)(uǫ(τXtω)− uǫ(ω)∣∣] ≤ 2δ(ǫ)|uǫ|π → 0, ǫ→ 0.
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To see why the process δ(ǫ)
(
uǫ(τXtω)−uǫ(ω)
)
is tight for the Skorohod topology, we have
to get back to (26). In the right-hand side, we have already establish the tightness of all
the terms with bounded variations (cf (27) (22) and (25)). Concerning the martingale
terms, it suffices to apply Corollary 5.3 together with Prop 6.2 to the brackets to show
that they converge to a continuous deterministic process (for further details, see the
argument below). Hence the martingale terms are also tight, and so is δ(ǫ)
(
uǫ(τXtω)−
uǫ(ω)
)
. To sum up, it converges in probability for the Skorohod topology towards 0.
It remains to treat the martingale term
M ǫt =ǫ
1/2
∫ t/ǫ
0
∫
R
(
γ(τXr−ω, z) + uǫ(τXr−+γ(τXr−ω,z)ω)− uǫ(τXr−ω)
)
N˜(dr, dz)
+ ǫ1/2
∫ t/ǫ
0
(1 +Duǫ)σ(τXr−ω) dBr.
By using Proposition 6.2 and Corollary 5.3, the brackets
< M ǫ >t=ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
∫
R
(
z + Tzuǫ − uǫ
)2
(τXr−ω)c(τXr−ω, z)χ(dz) + ǫ
∫ t/ǫ
0
(1 +Duǫ)
2a(τXr−ω) dr
converge to the continuous deterministic process t 7→ At (A is given by (5)). Using the
martingale central limit theorem, cf [8], we see that (M ǫ)ǫ converges in law towards a
Brownian motion with covariance matrix A (note that the jump condition required in
[8] results from Corollary 5.3) .
Appendix
A Auxiliary lemmas
Lemma A.1. Let g : R → R be a χ-integrable odd function, and let h be defined as
h(ω) =
∫
R
g(z)c(ω, z)e2V χ(dz). Then, for any ϕ ∈ C
(h,ϕ)π = −1
2
M
∫
R
g(z)(Tzϕ−ϕ)c(·, z)χ(dz).
Proof. We have to use the symmetry of c (χ(dz) a.s., 2c(ω, z) = c(τzω,−z) + c(ω, z))
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and the symmetry of χ (χ(dz) = χ(−dz)):
(h,ϕ)π =
1
2
∫
R
g(z)M[Tzc(·,−z) + c(·, z))ϕ]χ(dz)
=
1
2
∫
R
g(z)M[c(·,−z), T−zϕ]χ(dz) + 1
2
∫
R
g(z)M[c(·, z),ϕ]χ(dz)
= −1
2
∫
R
g(z)M[c(·, z), Tzϕ]χ(dz) + 1
2
∫
R
g(z)M[c(·, z),ϕ]χ(dz)
=
1
2
M
∫
R
g(z)c(·, z)(ϕ − Tzϕ)χ(dz)
Lemma A.2. Fix k ∈ N. If a measurable function g : Ω× R→ R satisfies
|g(ω, z)|1I{|z|≤1} ≤ C(ω)|z|, |g(ω, z) + g(ω,−z)|1I{|z|≤1} ≤ C(ω)|z|2
for some function C ∈ L2(Ω) (resp. C ∈ L∞(Ω)) then the following limit exists in the
L2(Ω)-sense (resp. L∞(Ω)-sense):
lim
α↓0
∫
α<|z|≤1
g(ω, z)Dkc(ω, z)χ(dz).
Proof. First notice that Dkc is symmetric because c is, that is Dkc(τzω,−z) =
Dkc(ω, z) χ(dz) a.s. In particular, since the mapping x ∈ R 7→ Dkc(τxω, z) is smooth,
we have χ(dz) a.s.
Dkc(τzω,−z) = Dkc(ω,−z) + z
∫ 1
0
Dk+1c(τzuω,−z)du.
By plugging this into the relation Dkc(ω, z) = 12
(
Dkc(τzω,−z) +Dkc(ω, z)
)
, it is plain
to see that, for α > 0:∫
α<|z|≤1
g(ω, z)Dkc(ω, z)χ(dz) =
1
2
∫
α<|z|≤1
g(ω, z)
(
Dkc(ω,−z) +Dkc(ω, z))χ(dz)
+
1
2
∫
α<|z|≤1
zg(ω, z)
∫ 1
0
Dk+1c(τzuω,−z)duχ(dz)
=
1
2
∫
α<|z|≤1
Dkc(ω, z)
(
g(ω, z) + g(ω,−z))χ(dz)
+
1
2
∫
α<|z|≤1
zg(ω, z)
∫ 1
0
Dk+1c(τzuω,−z)duχ(dz).
We complete the proof thanks to the bounds |Dkc(·, z)|∞+ |Dk+1c(·, z)|∞ ≤ Ck +Ck+1
(see ssumption C.2), the estimates on g and the relation
∫
|z|≤1 z
2χ(dz) < +∞.
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Lemma A.3. Consider a kernel d : Ω × R → R such that there is a constant M ≥ 0
satisfying |d(·, z)|∞ ≤M χ(dz) a.s. For each ϕ,ψ ∈ H we have
M
∫
R∗
(Tzϕ−ϕ)(Tzψ −ψ)d(·, z)χ(dz) ≤ C
(
(ϕ,ψ)2 + (Dϕ,Dψ)2
)
for some constant C ≥ 0 only depending on M and χ.
Proof. It suffices to split the integral w.r.t. the variable z in two parts: for |z| ≤ 1
and |z| > 1. The first integral is estimated with the derivative Dϕ, whereas the second
is estimated with ϕ. Since that type of result is quite classical, details are left to the
reader.
B Proofs of Section 2
Proof of Lemma 2.6. We split the proof into several steps:
• Construction of γ and ν: We define h(ω, z) = ∫ +∞z cs(ω, r)χ(r) dr if z > 0 and
h(ω, z) = − ∫ z−∞ cs(ω, r)χ(r) dr if z < 0. We also define F (z) =M ∫ +∞z χ(r) dr if z > 0
and F (z) = −M ∫ z−∞ χ(r) dr if z < 0. Notice that, for any fixed ω, h(ω, ·) and F are
both homeomorphisms from R∗+ onto itself and from R
∗
− onto itself.
Set γ(ω, z) = h−1(ω,F (z)) for z 6= 0, which can be continuously extended by setting
γ(ω, 0) = 0, and ν(z) = Mχ(z) for z ∈ R. We should point out that, for each fixed ω,
the mapping z 7→ γ(ω, z) is a homeomorphism from R onto itself.
Fix ω ∈ Ω. For z > 0, γ(ω, ·) satisfy the relation h(ω, z) = F (γ−1(ω, z)), that is∫ +∞
z c
s(ω, r)χ(r)dr = ν
(
γ−1(ω, ·)([z,+∞[)). Since the sets [z,+∞[ for z > 0 generate
the Borelian σ-field of ]0,+∞[, the measures ν ◦ γ−1(ω, ·) and cs(ω, z)χ(r)dz coincide
on ]0,+∞[. Similarly, we prove that they coincide on ]−∞, 0[, hence on R.
Furthermore, notice that γ satisfies the relation
F (z) = h(ω,γ(ω, z)) ≤ F (γ(ω, z)).
Since F is strictly decreasing on R∗+, we deduce z ≥ γ(ω, z) for z > 0. Since for z > 0,
γ(ω, z) > 0, we deduce |γ(ω, z)| ≤ |z| for z > 0. The same estimate holds for z < 0 in
such a way that |γ(ω, z)| ≤ |z|, ∀z ∈ R.
• Regularity of γ, ν and c: Clearly, assumption 3) of Lemma 2.6 makes Assumption
C.2 hold. Our purpose is now to check Assumptions C.3 and C.4.
For |z| > 0 and each fixed ω, the mapping x ∈ R 7→ h(τxω, z) is smooth (be-
cause of the regularity of cs, see point 3) of Lemma 2.6). From this and the relation
h(ω,γ(ω, z)) = F (z), we let the reader deduce that the mapping x ∈ R 7→ γ(τxω, z) is
also smooth.
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By differentiating the relation h(ω,γ(ω, z)) = F (z) with respect to ω, we can com-
pute the derivative Dγ
Dγ(ω, z) =
∫ +∞
γ(ω,z)Dc
s(ω, r)χ(r) dr
cs(ω,γ(ω, z))χ(γ(ω, z))
, if z > 0, or
∫ +∞
γ(ω,z)Dc
s(ω, r)χ(r) dr
cs(ω,γ(ω, z))χ(γ(ω, z))
, if z > 0.
For |γ(ω, z)| ≤ 1, we can use point 1) of Lemma 2.6. Furthermore, we use the assump-
tions |Dcs(·, z)|∞ ≤ C1 and 0 < m ≤ cs to deduce
(28) |Dγ(ω, z)|1I{|γ(ω,z)|≤1} ≤
C1M
′
m
|γ(ω, z)|1I{|γ(ω,z)|≤1}.
We are now in position to check Assumption C.3. By using the relation |γ(ω, z)| ≤ |z|
and (28), we have, for any x, y ∈ R,
∫
R
|γ(τxω, z)− γ(τyω, z)|21I|z|≤1ν(z) dz
≤
∫
R
|y − x|2
∫ 1
0
|Dγ(τ(1−t)x+tyω, z)|2 dt1I|z|≤1ν(z) dz
≤ |y − x|2
∫ 1
0
∫
R
|Dγ(τ(1−t)x+tyω, z)|21I{|γ(τ(1−t)x+tyω,z)|≤1}ν(z) dz dt
≤ |y − x|2 (C1M
′)2
m2
∫ 1
0
∫
R
|γ(τ(1−t)x+tyω, z)|21I|γ(τ(1−t)x+tyω,z)|≤1ν(z)dz dt
≤ |y − x|2 (C1M
′)2
m2
∫ 1
0
∫
R
|z|21I|z|≤1cs(τ(1−t)x+tyω, z)χ(z)dz dt
We easily conclude by using the bound cs(·, z) ≤ M and ∫
R
min(|z|2, 1)χ(z)dz < +∞.
Finally, the relation |γ(ω, z)| ≤ |z| implies ∫
R
|γ(τxω, z)|21I|z|≤1ν(z) dz ≤
∫
R
z21I|z|≤1ν(z) dz
so that we have checked Assumption C.3.
We now focus on Assumption C.4. First notice that the relation |γ(ω, z)| ≤ |z|
implies that the sets {z; |γ(ω, z)| > 1} and {z; |z| ≤ 1} are disjoint. Hence, for α > 0,
we have∫
α<|γ(ω,z)|
γ(ω, z)1I|z|≤1ν(z)dz =
∫
α<|γ(ω,z)|≤1
γ(ω, z)ν(z)dz −
∫
α<|γ(ω,z)|≤1
γ(ω, z)1I|z|>1ν(dz)
=
∫
α<|z|≤1
zcs(ω, z)χ(z)dz −
∫
α<|γ(ω,z)|≤1
γ(ω, z)1I|z|>1ν(z)dz(29)
Clearly, the second integral converges towards
∫
|γ(ω,z)|≤1 γ(ω, z)1I|z|>1ν(z)dz as α → 0
in L∞(Ω). Concerning the first integral, the convergence in L∞(Ω) is established in
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Lemma A.2 towards 12
∫
|z|≤1 z
2
∫ 1
0 Dc
s(τrzω,−z) drχ(z)dz as α → 0. Hence, we have
proved that the following limit holds in L∞(Ω):
lim
α→0
∫
α<|γ(ω,z)|
γ(ω, z)1I|z|≤1ν(z)dz
=
1
2
∫
|z|≤1
z2
∫ 1
0
Dcs(τrzω,−z) drχ(z)dz −
∫
|γ(ω,z)|≤1
γ(ω, z)1I|z|>1ν(z)dz.
It remains to prove that the limit satisfies a Lipschitz condition. From the regularity
of cs, µ a.s., the mapping x ∈ R 7→ 12
∫
|z|≤1 z
2
∫ 1
0 Dc
s(τrzω,−z) drχ(dz) is Lipschitzian.
So, it just remains to prove that µ a.s., the mapping
Γω : x ∈ R 7→
∫
|γ(τxω,z)|≤1
γ(τxω, z)1I|z|>1ν(dz) =
∫
z∈A(τxω)
zcs(τxω, z)χ(z)dz
is Lipschitzian, where
A(ω) = {z ∈ R; |z| ≤ 1 and z 6∈ [γ(ω,−1);γ(ω, 1)]}.
For x, y ∈ R, we define Ax,y(ω) as the symmetric difference of the sets A(τxω) and
A(τyω):
Ax,y(ω) =
(
A(τxω) \ A(τyω)
) ∪ (A(τyω) \ A(τxω)).
For z > 0, the relation
F (z) = h(ω,γ(ω, z)) ≥ m
M
F (γ(ω, z))
leads to γ(ω, 1) ≥ F−1(MmF (1)). Similarly, we have γ(ω,−1) ≤ F−1(MmF (−1)). Hence,
we can find β > 0 such that A(ω) ⊂ {z;β ≤ |z| ≤ 1} for any ω ∈ Ω. Moreover, from
(28), we have |Dγ(ω, 1)| ≤ C1M ′/m. In particular, the mapping x ∈ R 7→ γ(τxω, 1)
is C1M
′/m-Lipschitzian. It is plain to deduce that
∫
Ax,y(ω)
dz ≤ 2(C1M ′/m)|y − x|.
Finally, we conclude: for x, y ∈ R, we have:
|Γω(y)− Γω(x)|
≤
∫
A(τyω)
z|cs(τyω, z)− cs(τxω, z)|χ(z)dz +
∫
R
zcs(τxω, z)|1IA(τyω) − 1IA(τxω)|χ(z)dz
≤C1|y − x|
∫
β≤|z|≤1
χ(z)dz +M
∫
R
1IAx,y(ω)χ(z)dz
≤C1|y − x|
∫
β≤|z|≤1
χ(z)dz +M sup
β≤|z|≤1
χ(z)2(C1M
′/m)|y − x|.
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Hence, the drift term limα→0
∫
α<|γ(ω,z)| γ(ω, z)1I|z|≤1ν(z)dz is Lipschitzian.
Proof of Lemma 2.9. • Study of the convergence rate: We have to compute the limit
(in L1(Ω))
lim
ǫ→0
1
ǫ
∫
R
g(δ(ǫ)z)cs(ω, z)χ(dz)
for g = 1I[a,b] such that 0 6∈ [a, b].
Since cs can be decomposed as cs(ω, z) = 12
(
c(τzω,−z)+c(ω, z)
)
, it suffices to com-
pute the limits limǫ→0
1
ǫ
∫
R
g(δ(ǫ)z)c(ω, z)χ(dz) and limǫ→0
1
ǫ
∫
R
g(δ(ǫ)z)c(τzω,−z)χ(dz).
The first limit raises no difficulty and matches
∫
R
g(z)θ(ω, sign(z))H(dz) by using the
convergence of c (ass. 4 of Lemma 2.9).
We now compute the second limit. By using the convergence of c again and the
invariance of the measure µ under (Tz)z, one can establish
lim
ǫ→0
M
∣∣∣1
ǫ
∫
R
g(δ(ǫ)z)c(τzω,−z)χ(dz) − 1
ǫ
∫
R
g(δ(ǫ)z)θ(τzω,−sign(z))χ(dz)
∣∣∣ = 0,
so that the proof boils down to establishing the following convergence
lim
ǫ→0
1
ǫ
∫
R
g(δ(ǫ)z)θ(τzω,−sign(z))χ(dz) =
∫
R
g(z)M[θ(ω, sign(z))]H(dz).
Obviously, it suffices to establish that, for any function f ∈ L2(Ω),
lim
ǫ→0
1
ǫ
∫
R
g(δ(ǫ)z)f (τzω)χ(dz) =
∫
R
g(z)M[f ]H(dz), in L2(Ω)
Actually this is a direct consequence of the spectral theorem. Let us explain why. Since
(Tz)z is a strongly continuous group of unitary maps in L
2(Ω), there exists a projection
valued measureE such that (Tzf ,g)2 =
∫
R
eizuEf ,g(du), for any z ∈ R and f ,g ∈ L2(Ω).
Fix f ∈ L2(Ω). Define the functions bǫ(u) = 1ǫ
∫
R
g(δ(ǫ)z)eizuχ(dz) (ǫ > 0) and the
function a(u) = 1Iu=0
∫
R
g(z)H(dz) for u ∈ R. Finally, set h = ∫
R
a(u)Ef (du) ∈ L2(Ω).
Then
M
∣∣∣1
ǫ
∫
R
g(δ(ǫ)z)f (τzω)χ(dz)− h
∣∣∣2 ≤
∫
R
∣∣bǫ(u)− a(u)∣∣2Ef ,f(du)
From the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, the last quantity tends to 0 as
ǫ → 0. Moreover, for any z ∈ R, Tzh =
∫
R
eizua(u)Ef (du) =
∫
R
a(u)Ef (du) = h, so
that (by ergodicity of the measure µ) h = M[h] = M[f ]× ∫
R
g(z)H(dz).
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C Study of the Dirichlet form Bsλ
This section is devoted to the proofs of section 3.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Fix ϕ ∈ C2(Ω). The first step consists in computing Bs(ϕ,ψ)
for any function ψ ∈ H. To this purpose, first notice that an integration by parts yields:
Bd(ϕ,ψ) =
1
2
(aDϕ,Dψ)π =
1
2
(e−2V aDϕ,Dψ)2 = −1
2
(e2VD(e−2V aDϕ),ψ)π.
Concerning Bj, by integrating by parts as in the proof of Lemma A.1, we obtain:
Bj(ϕ,ψ) = − lim
α→0
∫
|z|≥α
M
[
(Tzϕ−ϕ)ψc(·, z)
]
χ(dz).
Notice that the existence of the limit raises no difficulty because of Lemma A.2 (take
g = (Tzϕ−ϕ)ψ). By using the relation ν ◦ γ−1ω = e2V c(ω, z)χ(dz), we deduce:
Bj(ϕ,ψ) =− lim
α→0
M
[ ∫
|γ(·,z)|≥α
(Tγ(·,z)ϕ−ϕ)ν(dz)ψe−2V
]
=−M[
∫
R
(Tγ(·,z)ϕ−ϕ− γ(·, z)1I|z|≤1Dϕ)ν(dz)ψe−2V
]
+M
[
lim
α→0
∫
|γ(·,z)|≥α
γ(·, z)1I|z|≤1ν(dz)Dϕψe−2V
]
Gathering the above equalities, we have Bsλ(ϕ,ψ) = λ(ϕ,ψ)π − (L′ϕ,ψ)π (where L′ϕ
is given by the right-hand side of (9)) for any function ψ ∈ H. Hence, the mapping
ψ ∈ H 7→ Bsλ(ϕ,ψ) is L2(Ω)-continuous, ϕ ∈ Dom(L) and Lϕ is given by (9).
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let us first introduce the difference operator Γr : L
p(Ω)→
Lp(Ω) (r 6= 0 and p ∈ [1,+∞]) defined by Γrϕ = 1r (Trϕ− ϕ). It is straightforward to
check the following properties:
∀ϕ,ψ ∈ L2(Ω), (Γrϕ,ψ)2 = −(ϕ,Γ−rψ)2 and Γr(ϕψ) = TrϕΓrψ + Γrϕψ(30)
∀ϕ ∈ Dom(D), |Γrϕ|p ≤ |Dϕ|p.(31)
Fix f ∈ L2(Ω) and denote Gλf by fλ.
Choose ψ ∈ H and r 6= 0, an plug Γrψ into (8):
(f ,Γrψ)π =λ(fλ,Γrψ)π +
1
2
(aDfλ,DΓrψ)π +
1
2
M
∫
R
(Tzfλ − fλ)(TzΓrψ − Γrψ)c(·, z)χ(dz)
30
Then we use (30) to obtain
(f ,Γrψ)π =−Bsλ(Γ−rfλ,ψ)− λ(Γ−r(e−2V )T−rfλ,ψ)2 −
1
2
(Γ−r(ae
−2V )DT−rfλ,Dψ)2
− 1
2
M
∫
R∗
(TzT−rfλ − T−rfλ)(Tzψ −ψ)Γ−rc(·, z)χ(dz),(32)
From estimate (31) and Lemma A.3 (take d = Γ−rc and M = C1, C1 given by Assump-
tion C), we deduce
Bsλ(Γ−rfλ,ψ) ≤|e−2V |∞|f |2|Dψ|2 + λ|D(e−2V )|∞|fλ|2|ψ|2 +
1
2
|D(ae−2V )|∞|Dfλ|2
+ CA.3|Dfλ|2||Dψ|2 + CA.3|fλ|2||ψ|2
≤C(|ψ|π + |Dψ|π)
where the constant C does not depend on r (only on the regularity of a, V , c, on χ and
on the norms |fλ|2 and |Dfλ|2). Choosing ψ = Γ−rfλ in the previous inequality yields
Bsλ(Γ−rfλ,Γ−rfλ) ≤ C(|Γ−rfλ|π + |DΓ−rfλ|π) ≤
C2
2λ
+
λ
2
|Γ−rfλ|2π + C2MA +
M−1A
4
|DΓ−rfλ|2π,
in such a way that Bsλ(Γ−rfλ,Γ−rfλ) ≤ C
2
λ + 2C
2MA. Hence, the family (Γ−rfλ)r 6=0
is bounded in H, and is therefore weakly compact in H. By passing to the limit in (32)
as r → 0, it is plain to see that the limit gλ ∈ H (in fact gλ = Dfλ) of a converging
subsequence satisfies the relation (for each ψ ∈ H)
(f ,Dψ)π =−Bsλ(gλ,ψ)− λ(D(e−2V )fλ,ψ)2 −
1
2
(D(ae−2V )Dfλ,Dψ)2
− 1
2
M
∫
R
(Tzfλ − fλ)(Tzψ −ψ)Dc(·, z)χ(dz).(33)
(The H-continuity of the last integral is proved in Lemma A.3 with d = Dc.) In
particular, the relation Dfλ = gλ ∈ H implies that Dfλ ∈ Dom(D). We have proved
Gλ(L
2(Ω)) ⊂ H2(Ω).
We prove now that f ∈ H1(Ω) ⇒ fλ ∈ H3(Ω). If we can prove that Dfλ is
the solution to an equation of the type Bsλ(Dfλ,ψ) = (g,ψ)π with g ∈ L2(Ω), then
Dfλ ∈ H2(Ω) (i.e. fλ ∈ H3(Ω)) according to the previous argument. That is what we
are going to prove. In the case f ∈ H1(Ω), equation (33) becomes (by integrating by
parts in (33) the terms containing Dψ and by using Lemma C.1 below)
Bsλ(Dfλ,ψ) =(e
2VD(e−2V f),ψ)π − λ(e2VD(e−2V )fλ,ψ)π +
1
2
(
e2VD(D(ae−2V )Dfλ),ψ
)
π
+M
[
lim
α↓0
∫
|z|>α
(Tzfλ − fλ)e2VDc(·, z)χ(dz)ψe−2V
]
.(34)
31
So we have g = e2V
(
D(e−2V f)−λD(e−2V )fλ+12D(D(ae−2V )Dfλ)+limα↓0
∫
|z|≥α(Tzfλ−
fλ)Dc(·, z)χ(dz)
)
.
As guessed by the reader, the proof is now completed recursively, the only difficulty
being of notational nature.
Lemma C.1. For any f ∈ H2(Ω) and g ∈ H, the following integration by parts holds:
−1
2
M
∫
R
(Tzf−f)(Tzg−g)Dc(·, z)χ(dz) = M
[
lim
α↓0
∫
|z|>α
(Tzf−f)e2VDc(·, z)χ(dz)ge−2V
]
.
Proof. First notice that the limit limα↓0
∫
|z|>α(Tzf−f)e2VDc(·, z)χ(dz) is well defined
in the L2(Ω) sense thanks to Lemma A.2 (take g = Tzf − f). To prove the integration
by parts formula above, we can make the same computations as in the proof of Lemma
A.1 (use the symmetry of Dc). Details are left to the reader. We also point out that
the same property holds for the successive derivatives of c.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. The proof is not specifically written for a random medium.
However, the arguments used in [6] do not fail in our framework. It suffices to prove
that the symmetric form Bd is Markovian (cf [6]), which can be established by following
the proofs of [6] or [1, examples 3.6.8 and 3.6.9].
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